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QUESTION 1

A customer returns a stocked item. 

The item is currently at the inbound dock of the warehouse. 

You need to process the return of the item. 

What should you do first? 

A. From the Sales order form, generate a packing slip. 

B. From the Arrival overview form, start an arrival. 

C. From the Item arrival journal, generate a product receipt 

D. From the Return order form, enter a disposition code. 

Correct Answer: D 

To support their process for returning products, a company can create and use return reason codes and disposition
codes in Microsoft Dynamics AX. 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to create a draft sales order. The sales order must not include inventory transactions. 

Which order type should you use? 

A. Subscription 

B. Sales order 

C. Item requirements 

D. Journal 

Correct Answer: D 

A sales order of type Journal is a draft sales order. It has no effect on stock. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are setting up a new bill of materials (BOM) for a new product that your company is designing. 

The components for the new product already exist in Dynamics AX the finished good item does not exist yet in
Dynamics AX. From the BOM form, where should you create the new BOM? 

A. The Common area of the Inventory and warehouse management module 

B. The BOM line form for the released products 
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C. The Designer form for the released products 

D. The Common area of the Inventory management module 

Correct Answer: D 

Create a BOM 

1.

 Click Inventory management > Common > Bills of materials. 

2.

 Press CTRL+N to create a new BOM. 

3.

 Enter information to identify the BOM. 

4.

 Click Lines to open the BOM line form. 

5.

 Select the item number, and enter the quantity to create additional BOM lines for any component items that make up
the BOM. 

6.

 Close the form. 

7.

 Click Approve to open the Approve bill of materials form. 

8.

 Select an employee name, and then click OK. 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer is placing an order for an item that is in stock. The customer requires that the order be delivered within two
weeks. 

You need to identify the minimum amount of time required for the order to be delivered to the customer. What should
you do from the Sales order form? 

A. View the Confirmed receipt date. 

B. View the Confirmed delivery date. 

C. From the purchase order, view the Requested receipt date. 
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D. Click Simulate delivery dates 

Correct Answer: D 

The Simulate delivery dates function will calulate and show the available shipment and receipt dates based on your
shipping calender. 

 

QUESTION 5

You create a new product that has a bill of materials (BOM). You add several lines to the BOM. Some of the lines are
items. Some of the lines represent a sub-assembly. You set the line type for one of the sub-assembly lines to Vendor. 

In this situation, what does the Vendor line type indicate? 

A. The sub-assembly contains several items supplied by one vendor. 

B. The sub-assembly is produced from BOM components at your company. 

C. The sub-assembly is produced by an external partner, but the inventory sub-assemblies are delivered to your
warehouse. 

D. The sub-assembly is produced by a subcontractor but the sub-assembly components are provided from your
warehouse to the subcontractor. 

Correct Answer: C 

*

 Complex BOM Car Made up of hundreds of components and BOMs. It is possible to have BOMs within a BOM. This is
usually referred to as a sub-assembly or sub-BOM. When a bill of materials has several layers of BOMs nested within
it, 

it is referred to as having multiple layers. An example of a multi-layer BOM: Carburetor BOM within Engine BOM within
Automobile BOM. 

*

 Vendor 

A person or company providing goods or services in return for payment. 

*

 Subassembly 

Any component on a bill of materials that 

has a bill with components assigned to it. For 

example, a motherboard could be considered 

a subassembly for a computer because the 

motherboard is comprised of EPROMs, 
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RAM, a processor, and other components 

 

QUESTION 6

You run the picking workbench process and receive several warning messages for items that were not picked. 

You need to identify what prevents the items from being picked. 

Which two possible reasons should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. There are no warehouse workers to complete the picking work. 

B. The location of the items could not be ascertained. 

C. The sales order is marked as ship complete and one or more items on the sales order are unavailable. 

D. The items could not be reserved due to a lack of on-hand inventory. 

Correct Answer: BD 

Troubleshoot picking lists 

If items on a sales order line are not added to a picking list, it could be due to the following reasons: 

*

 The item could not be reserved because there is no inventory available. 

*

 The item\\'s model group allows for negative inventory, however, negative quantities cannot be reserved. 

*

 The item already appears on another picking list, which means that an output order exists for the item. 

 

QUESTION 7

You are explaining to a customer the differences in functionality between the BOM designer form and the BOM form. 

Which of the fallowing actions can be performed only by using the BOM designer form? 

A. Print the details of a bill of materials (BOM). 

B. Create, edit, and delete bill of materials (BOM) lines for a BOM. 

C. Drag and drop items into a bill of materials (BOM). 

D. Check a bill of materials (BOM) for errors. 

Correct Answer: C 

Use the Designer form to design and work with bill-of-material (BOM) tree structures. The designer graphically displays
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the BOM structure. You can select different configurations and decide what information you want to display on the lines
of the tree. You can use Drag and drop. 

 

QUESTION 8

You create a new item that has a tracking dimension group. The tracking dimension group includes serial numbers as
an active dimension. 

You need to configure the item to use automatic allocation of the serial numbers. 

What should you create? 

A. An item model group 

B. A number group 

C. A cost group 

D. An item group 

Correct Answer: B 

Serial number group: Select the group that is used for automatic allocation of serial numbers. 

 

QUESTION 9

You send a sales quotation to a customer. 

The customer requests several changes to the original quotation, which results in a total of five different quotations
being sent to the customer. Each quotation includes modifications to the original quantity and the original price. 

The customer accepts the third quotation that was sent 

You need to review the details of the third quotation. 

What should you open? 

A. The Quotation journal 

B. The Sales quotation list page 

C. The Alternative quotations 

D. The Quotation confirmation journal 

Correct Answer: B 

View sales quotations [AX 2012] 

You can use the All quotations page to view a list of sales quotations that have been created, and then use the View
sales quotation page to view the details of a specific quotation. 

1.
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 Click Sales on the top link bar, and then click Quotations on the Quick Launch. The All quotations page is displayed. 

2.

 Select a quotation and then on the Action Pane, on the Quotation tab, in the Maintain group, click View. The View sales
quotation page is displayed, where you can view detailed information about the quotation. This includes a list of items
that are associated with the quotation. 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two statements describe a requirements explosion from a sales order line? Each correct answer presents a
complete solution. 

A. The explosion creates a sales order line for each component of a bill of materials (BOM). 

B. The explosion shows how requirements can be satisfied for the sales order line. 

C. The explosion is a partial update of the dynamic master plan. 

D. The explosion is used for the availability check. 

Correct Answer: BC 

C: Sales explosions are carried out in the Current dynamic master plan. 

B: In the updated Explosion form, you can view order fulfillment information that includes the possible delivery date. 

 

QUESTION 11

You need to identify which type of information you can obtain by performing bill of materials (BOM) calculations? Which
three types of information should you identify? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. The projected sales prices and costs of BOM Items manufactured in different quantities 

B. The quantity of raw materials required to manufacture the BOM item 

C. The projected sales quantity of the BOM item 

D. The profit margins and contribution ratios 

E. The maximum production run size for the BOM 

Correct Answer: ACD 

*

 The BOM calculation is performed on the whole BOM structure and for the specified quantity. You can specify how the
cost and sales prices should be calculated for each component. You can also change the quantity of the series used in
the subBOM. 

*

 BOM calculations determine the cost-price and sales prices for the BOM depending on profit settings. BOM calculations
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determine the estimated BOM prices on all BOM levels. The contribution of a single item or operation to the price of the
BOM level can be determined. The contribution of all items and operations on a specific level can also be determined. 

*

 The Calculation form is used to calculate a manufactured item\\'s cost and to generate an associated item cost record
within a costing version. The Calculation form can also be used to calculate a manufactured item\\'s sales price and to
generate an associated item sales price record within a costing version. 

 

QUESTION 12

You need to ensure that a sales order picking list is generated before a sales order packing slip is generated. Which
form should you use to perform the configuration? 

A. Item model group 

B. Item group 

C. Sites 

D. Inventory locations 

Correct Answer: A 

*

 Item model groups (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to create and maintain item model groups. These groups contain settings that determine how items are
controlled and handled on item receipts and issues. The settings also determine how the consumption of an item or
items is 

calculated. A single model group can be associated with many items. Therefore, maintenance is easier, because you
can control many items by using the same setup. 

*

 Settings include: 

/ Picking requirements: Select this check box to indicate that item issues must be picked before inventory is physically
updated. The status of the inventory transactions for the item issue must be Picked before the packing slip is updated. 

Incorrect: 

not B: Item group (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to manage inventory by dividing inventory items into groups based on item characteristics. You can also
set up ledger account numbers for the automatic ledger transactions generated for item group receipt and issue 

transactions in inventory. 

Not C: Sites (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to create one or more sites. 
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Not D: Inventory locations (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to manage inventory locations in a warehouse. You can identify an item\\'s location by the aisle, rack,
shelf, and bin coordinates. 

 

QUESTION 13

You have a customer who orders the same products frequently. You need to simplify the creation of sales orders for the
customer. What should you use? 

A. A direct delivery order 

B. An item list 

C. A new item 

D. A blanket order 

Correct Answer: B 

An item list is a list of items that a customer habitually buys, including quantities. When you create a new sales order for
a customer, instead of adding items line by line, you can select the item list that has been created for the customer. 

Incorrect: 

not A: You can also create a direct delivery order if you want your vendor to deliver the goods to the customer. 

 

QUESTION 14

Your company receives several customer calls concerning quality issues about a specific item. 

You need to run tests on the on-hand inventory of the item. 

How should you initiate the tests? 

A. From the Quality order form, create a new quality order. 

B. From the functions on the affected sales order, create a new quarantine order. 

C. From the Quarantine order form, create a new quarantine order. 

D. From the functions on the affected sales orders, create a new quality order. 

Correct Answer: A 

Quality orders (form) [AX 2012] 

Use this form to identify the tests and to record test results and test quantity for a specific item. 

The tests initially reflect the test group that is assigned to the quality order. Tests can be added, deleted, or changed. A
quality order can be manually created or automatically generated based on rules that are defined in the Quality 

associations form. A quality order is associated with an item in a sales order, a purchase order, a quarantine order, a
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production order, a production order routing operation, or an on- hand inventory balance. Items that are specified for 

inspection in a quality order are automatically blocked from issue or consumption. 

 

QUESTION 15

You create a new product that has a new bill of materials (BOM). The lines for each component are added to the BOM
lines. 

You need to configure the BOM to prevent the line for item 700 and the line for item 500 from both being selected in the
BOM. What should you create? 

A. A configuration route for item 700 by using the Select method for 500 

B. A configuration rule for item 700 by using The Select method for 500 

C. A configuration route for item 700 by using the Deselect method for 500 

D. A configuration rule for item 700 by using the Deselect method for 500 

Correct Answer: D 

*

 Configuration Rule Methods: 

The following methods are available: 

/ Deselect The derived configuration group, item number, and configuration cannot be selected if the combination
specified in the Configuration group and Item number fields is selected when you set the configuration. 

/ Select The derived configuration group, item number, and configuration will automatically be selected if the
combination specified in the Configuration group and Item number fields is selected when you set the configuration. 

*

 Example: 
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